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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 

1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 

Metric English 

Symbol 

Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-
tion tion 

Length _______ l meter __________________ m foot (or mile) _________ ft. (or mi.) 
Time _________ t second _____ _____ _______ s second (or hour) _______ sec. (or hr.) 
Force _________ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound ___ __ lb. 

-
P oweL _______ P horsepower (metric) ______ ---------- horsepower _______ ____ hp. 
Speed ___ ______ V {kilometers per hOUL _____ k.p.h. miles per hOuL ____ ___ m.p.h. 

meters per second _______ m.p.s. feet per second ________ f.p.s. 
I 

2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 

Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 

m/s2 or 32.1740 ft./sec. 2 

Mass = W 
g 

Moment of inertia=mk2• (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 

Coefficient of viscosity 

v, Kinematic viscosity 
p, Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m-4_s2 at 

15° C. and 760 rom; or 0.002378 Ib.-ft.-4 sec. 2 

Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb ./cu.ft. 

3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 

Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 

Aspect ratio 

True air speed 

Dyna,mic pressure =~p V2 

Lift, absolute coefficient CL = :s 
Drag, absolute coefficient CD - ~ 

Profile drag, absolute coefficient CD. = ~S 

Induced drag, absolute coefficient CD1 ~ ~S 

Parasite drag, absolute coefficient CD - DSf> • q 

Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient Co - q~ 
Resultant force 

Q, 
n, 
Vl 

p- ' 
p. 

Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
line) 

Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 

Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 

Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
m.p.h. normal pressure at 15° C., the cor
responding number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 em chord, 40 m.p.s. the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 

Center-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 

Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero

lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
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SOME EFFECTS OF INJECTION ADVANCE ANGLE, ENGINE-JACKET TEMPERATURE, 
AND SPEED ON COMBUSTION IN A COMPRESSION-IGNITION ENGINE 

By A. M. ROTHROCK and C. D. WALDRON 

SUMMARY 

An optical indicator and a high-speed motion-picture 
camera capable of operating at the rate of 2,000 frames 
per second were used to 1'ecord simultaneously the pressure 
development and the flame f01'mation in the combustion 
chamber of the N. A. O. A. combustion apparatus. 
Tests were made at engine speeds of 570 and 1,500 r. p. m. 
The engine-jacket temperature was varied from 1000 to 
3000 F. and the injection advance angle from 130 after 
top center to 1200 before top center. 

The results show that the course of the combustion is 
largely controlled by the temperature and pressure oj the 
air in the chamber from the time the fuel is injected until 
the time at which combustion starts and by the ignition 
lag. The motion pictures of the combustion show that in 
a quiescent combustion chamber with a short ignition lag 
the flame first appears in the spray envelope and from 
there spreads throughout the chamber and that with a long 
ignition lag the flame may first appear in any part of the 
chamber. The conclusion is presented that in a compres
sion-ignition engine with a quiescent combustion chamber 
the ignition lag should be the longest that can be used 
without excessive rates oj pressure rise; any jurther short
ening of the ignition lag decreases the effective combustion 
of the engine. 

INTRODUCTION 

When the N. A. C. A. combustion apparatus was 
fu'st completed it was used to investigate the vaporiza
tion of the fuel spray under conditions of air pressure 
similar to those in a high-speed compression-ignition 
engine (references 1 and 2). The air temperatures 
throughout the cycle being considerably lower than 
those in an actual engine, the process could be studied 
without the influence of combustion. As a result of 
these tests it was found that the vaporization was 
much more rapid than bad originally been believed. 
Although the tests did not in themselves show whether 
or not the combustion took place from the liquid or 
from the vapor phase, they did show that the vaporiza
tion was sufficiently fast that combustion could take 
place from the vapor phase; the conclusion was drawn 
that this was probably the case. 

In the second series of tests (reference 3), in \,:,hich 
fuel injection was used in conjunction with spark igni
tion, certain composite effects of air temperature, air 
pressure, and time on the combustion process were 
investigated. The tests showed that at low tempera
tures the rate of fuel combustion varied according to the 
volatility of the fucl but that at higher temperatures 
(and these higher temperatures were below those 
experienced in the conventional compression-ignition 
engine) both the rate and the extent of the combustion 
were apparently independent of the volatility of the 
fuel but were dependent on its chemical properties. 

With these tests as a background, the investigations 
were extended to include compression ignitions under 
such conditions that the air temperature as well as the 
air pressure more nearly duplicated that experienced 
in the actual engine. In order to make such an inves
tigation it was necessary to alter the N. A. C. A. com
bustion apparatus so that the air temperatures would 
be raised considerably and to use a high-speed motion
picture camera permitting the flame formation to be 
studied by means of individual photographs instead of 
in the one continuous photograph for the whole cycle, 
as in the previous tests. It is the purpose of this 
report to discuss tests with the altered apparatus that 
have been conducted on the effects of injection advance 
angle, engine-j acket temperature, and engine speed on 
the combustion process in a high-speed compression
ignition engine employing a quiescent combustion 
chamber. Preliminary reports on these tests have 
been presented in references 4 and 5. 

The data were obtained at the Committee's labora
tories at Langley Field, Va., during the laiter part of 
1933 and the early part of 1934. 

APPARATUS AND METHODS 

For the present tests a new injection system was 
added to the . A. C. A. combustion apparatus and 
the original injection system was used to operate an 
automatic scavenging, or compression-release, valve 
(fig. 1). With the present arrangement the compres
sion-release valve is controlled by valves C and D and 
the high-pressure reservoir. With this arrangement 
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full compression exi t only for tbe single cycle in 
which the injoction of the fuel occurs, the engine being 
scavenged on all preceding and succeeding cycles 
(fig. 2). 

The apparatus is brought to speed by the electric 
driving motor. During this time, on each stroke of 

Fuel- injectIOn 
valve \ , , 

-- Thermometer 

Compression - \ 
release valve ' 

\ "!I:O==#===========~ 
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Injec tIOn 
pump - . 

Phase 
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gear s -I---I+-
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reduction 

bel' during tills scavenging process. The daLa were 
obtained with the . A. O. A. ga -sampling valve 
(reference 6) used as a low-pres mc indicator. At 
570 r. p. m. the engine was approximately 7 percent 
scavenged on each tl'oke and at higher speeds up to 
1,400 r. p. m. approximately 72 percent scavenO'ed. 

Inj ection 
valve -- "' -

To injec tlOf) 
/ pump 

fxhausf 

Side view of 
cy lmder head 

__ '-a hand 
p ump 

FIG URE i.- Diagrammatic sketch of N . A C. A. combustion appara tus. 

the piston the air i forced out through the compres
sion-release valve in the cylinder head . On the down 
strokes the compression-release valve close , because 
of the reversal of air flow, and a partial vacuum i 
created. "When the piston uncovers the port at the 
bottom of the stroke, fresh au' is inducted into the 

FIGURE 2.-Contact print of original indicator·card nega ti ves. Injection start 10° 
before top conter. 

di placement volume. The volumetric efficiency of 
the engine depend on the ability of the air to enter 
the ports during appl'o}"'imately 90 crankshaft degree . 
Figure 3 shows the pressures in the combustion cham-

An analy is of the gases in tho cylinder during the 
cavengmg process showed no indication of carbon 

dioxide. 
When the test speed i reached, the clutch is engaged 

for a single revolution of the camshaft, that is, for two 
revolutions of the crankshaft. When valve B closes, 
the plunger in the injection pump compres es the fuel 
in the small pump reservou'. This compression of the 
fuel holds the valve stem A again t its eat so that 
none of the fuel can enter the injection tube from the 
small reservoir. Shortly before the pump plunger 
reaches the top of its stroke it engages the valve stem 
A, causing the tem to lift from it eat. A hydraulic 
pressure wave of high intensity is transmitted through 
the injection tube to the injection valve. Injection 
continues until the force exerted by the wave drops to 
a value Ie s than the closing pressure of the injection 
valve. The fuel quantity discharged is controlled by 
the injection-valve opening pressure. The tempera
ture of the fuel in the injection valve is maintained at 
a constant value by continuou ly cu'culating fuel from 
the fuel tank, through the injection tube, through four 
O.OlO-inch hole to the center of the hollow injection 
valve stem, and back to the fuel tank. 

The bore of the engine is 5 inches and the troke, 7 
inches. The height of the inlet ports is 0.5 inch. The 
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compression ratio, based on the 6.5-inch stroke, was 
13.9 with the indicator and glass window installed and 
13.2 with the windows in each side. 

The ix-orifice fuel-injection nozzle used is shown in 
figure 4. The spray photographs record no fuel being 
di cll urged from the two ou tside orifice , because the 
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FIGURE a.- Cylinder pressures during intake process. 

combined area of the orifices (equivalent to that of a 
single 0.060-inch orifice) was large in comparison with 
the passages through the injection valve (0.100 inch 
in diameter). 

Becau e the fuel used in the first part of the tests 
was unavoidably de troyed it was necessary to com-

F IGU RE 4.-0ro55 section oC tbe six-or ifice noz7. le. 

plete the tests with a second diesel fuel. Their dis
tillation curves arc shown in figure 5. Fuel 1 had a 
visco ity of 0.10 poi e and fuel 2 a viscosity of 0.05 
poise at 70° F. In all tests the fuel quantity wa 
0.00025 pound per injection, giving an e timated air 
factor of approximately 1.4. No differences were 
poted in the combustion characteristics of the two fuels. 

No apparatus is available at the laboratory for meas
uiing the temperature of the compressed ail' during the 
operating cycle. The combustion chumcteristics of 
the tests reported herein have shown that a jacket 
temperature of 70° F. results in an air temperature in 
excess of that obtained with a jacket temperature of 
350° F. before the present alterations were made to 
the apparatus. The present tests have also shown 
that with a cylinder and head jacket temperature of 
100° F. the indicator cards are very similar to those in 
a normal high-speed compre ion-ignition engine, the 
operating range of injection advance angles being the 
same as that experienced in the various test engines in 
the laboratory. All temperatures given in this report 
are those of the glycerin as it left the jackets. 
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F'GU RB 5. Distillation curves (A. S. '1'. M. method) oC the two Cuels used III 
the tests. 

In mo t of the tests herein reported a glass window 
was in talled in one side of the combustion chamber 
and the optical indicator described in reference 3 in 
the other side. (See fig. 1.) A synchronous motor 
drove the indicator film drum at a constant peripheral 
speed of 100 inches per second. Because of the large 
stiff diaphragm in the indicator, the optical record 
closely followed the cour e of the pressure rise within 
the combustion chamber except in the case of detona
tion, which set the unit vibrating. 

The cnmera used in these tests (reference 7) per
mitted high- peed motion pictures to be taken of the 
:flame spread in the portion of the combu tion chamber 
directly behind the 2 }~-inch glass window. This 
camera takes motion pictures at rates up to 2,250 
frames per second by the usc of a prism rotating at a 
high speed. The exposure time is one-third the time 
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in LCl'\'f1l hrl we ell exposures. Although this time is 
considerably longer than that employed in the N. A. 
C. A. high- peed spark photographic y tern (reference 
, ), it is sufficiently hort to tudy the Dame formation 
in the combustion chamber. In order to synchronize 
the motion pictures of the flame spread with the indi
cator card, two sparks 90 crank haft degrees apart 
were simultaneously recorded on the two records. 

In another cries of tests the indicator was removed 
and glass windows were installed in both sides of the 
combustion chamber. A 1,000-watt light was then 
directed through a ground glass onto the window that 
replaced the indicator. When the motion picture 
were obtained with this set-up, a silhouette of the 
pray was recorded before the start of combustion. 

The intensity of the subsequent combustion was suf
ficiently greater than the intensity of the light from the 
bulb that the combnstion wa recorded on the film. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

J DICATOR CARDS 

The most noticeable e£rect to be expected from a 
\' ariation of injection advance angle and of engme-
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j,lcket temperature i. on the ignjtion lag. In these 
t('sts the ignition lag is defined as the time interval 
between the start of injection as determined from 
inj ecting against a paper mounted on the engine fly
wheel and the start of pressure rise cau ed by combus
tion as shown on the indicator card. At 570 r. p. m . 
the results (fig. 6) show that the ignition lag decreases 
markedly as the injection advance angle is decreased, 
reaches a minimum, and then starts to increase. In 
each case the injection was retarded until ignition did 
not occur. The effect of increased jacket temperature 
was to decrease the ignition lag, considerably with long 
ignition lag, and to a lesser degree with short ignition 
lag . 

The curves arc of more interest if, instead of plot
ting the ignition lag as the ordinate, the start of 

combustion is plotted (fig. 7). The curve now show 
that as the start of injection is advanced the start 
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of combu tion tends to reach a limiting value and 
that this value increases as the engine-jacket tem-
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perature is increased. This fact leads to the theory 
that in the com pre ion-ignition engine there is a 
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minimum air tempera ture for each initial air pre sure 
at which auto-ignition will occur and that, within the 
limits imposed by the apparatus, this temperature 
at a given engine speed is independent of the condi
tions to which the fuel has previously been subjected. 
The curves indicate that with the increased rate of 
pre sme rise at tl;le higher speed the limiting value 
of temperature i higher than was the case at the 
lower speed. 
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FIGURE g.-Effect of injection ad,-anee angle on instantaneous cy linder pressures at 
an engine speed of 1,500 r. p. m. 

That the rate and the extent of effective combus
tion are dependent on the air temperatme and the 
pressure to which the fuel has been subjected before 
the start of combustion and on the time lag is indi
cated in figures 8 and 9. At an engine speed of 570 
r. p. m . and an engine-jacket temperature of 150° 
Ii'. (fig. ), the rate of pressure rise increased as the 
start of injection advanced until, with an injection 
start of 40° before ,top center) the combustion took 

place with a decided knock. When the injection 
start was still fmther advanced to 80° before top 
center, the course of the combustion, but not the 
time of start, was changed decidedly. The bmning 
was very weak and appeared to take place in two 
stages, an initial slow rate followed by an increase 
in the rate. This phenomenon was also found in the 
tests reported in reference 3. With the latest injec
tion start the combustion took place slowly but, 
according to computations, to about the same extent 
as with the conventional advance angles. At an 
engine speed of 1,500 r. p. m. (fig. 9) and 150° F. 
jacket temperatme the decrease in the rate of pres ure 
rise with the earlier injection starts was not so marked. 

When the engine-j acket temperature was increased 
to 300° F. at 570 r. p. m. (fig. ), the first characteristic 
noticed was that the rate of pressme rise was decreased 
by the increa e in the jacket temperatme. This 
result was to be expected because of the decreased 
ignition lag. Other factors, however, are apparently 
effective because the rate of combustion, as indicated 
by the rate of pressme rise, was considerably less for 
the ignition lag of 55° with an injection advance 
angle of 80° before top center than for the lag of 
24° with an' injection advance angle of 40° before 
top center for the engine-j acket temperatme of 150° 
F. The cmves show that at the higher temperature 
the maximum rate of combu tion occurs at an injec
tion advance angle of about 60° instead of one of 
about 40°. At 300° F. the pressLu'e curve at an 
injection start of 80° before top center very closely 
approaches that for a start of 40° before top center. 
Particularly noticeable at the higher jacket tempera
tmes was the decrease in the rapidity of the burning 
as indicated by the sound of the explosion. At an 
engine speed of 1,500 r. p. m. and a jacket tempera
tme of 300° F. (fig. 9) the rate of bmning was less 
rapid than at the lower temperatme and, up to an 
injection start of 80° before top center, no decrease 
in the maximum pressmes or rates of combustion 
was evident. The cmves indicate that the rate of 
bmning based on degrees as well as on econds was 
more rapid than at the lower engine speed. 

An indication of the effectiveness of the combustion 
is shown in figure 10. It must be remembered that 
the explosion-pressure ratio PdP2 is not an exact 
measure of the combustion efficiency because a cer
tain amolmt of afterburning is not included when it 
takes place after the maximum pressure is reached 
and al 0 because the pressure ratio depends to fi, 

certain extent on the initial temperature at the start 
of combustion. (See fig. 11.) In the present test 
the Pl/P2 ratio for complete combustion with no ex
cess air is estimated from figure 11 to be between 4 
and 6. When the inj ection was retarded at a jacket 
temperature of 150° F. and an engine speed of .570 
r. p. m., the pressure ratio tcadily increased to a 
maximum, decreased, and then sharply increased. 
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As the jacket temperature was increased, the fu· t 
ma}.:imum occurred earlier in the cycle and decreased 
in magnitude until finally, at the bighc t tempcrature, 
Ol e maximum disappeared altogether and the curve 
was approximately a straight line until the increase 
for injection tart at top center occulTcd. The re-
ult indicate, as has already been shown to a con

siderably greater extent in reference 3, that as the 
ignition lag was increased the completeness of the 
cD.·ective portion of the combustion, except at high 
temperatures, first increased and then decreased. In 
those ca e where detonation occulTcd it was with 
t he injection advance angle that gave the first maxi
mum value of the ratio. The cau e of the sudden 
increase in the pres ure ratio for the inj ection at or 
do e to top center, but on the expansion stroke, 
cannot be explained. 
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FIGURE IO.- EfTect of injection advance angle on ratio of explosion pressure PI to 
normal compression or expansion pressure P2. 

At an engine speed of 1,500 r. p. m . the PdP2 curve 
show the same effect to a lesser degree . At the higher 
speed the pressure ratio at 300° F. reaches the same 
maximum for the inj ection starts before top center a 
doe the pre sure ratio at 150° F . Comparison with 
the value for 570 1'. p. m. shows that the ratio at 300° F. 
is slight.ly high er at 1,500 r. p. m. and that the maA'i.
mum ratio for 150° F . is lower. The combustion at 
the higher speed was never accompanied by the 
severe knocking that occulTed under the same con
ditions at 570 1'. p. m. Again the sharp increa e for 
combu tion tarting after top center is noticed. The 
curves again indicate a slightly greater effective com-

bustion at the lower temperature for the operating 
range of injection advance angles, 20° to 40° before 
top center. 
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FIGURE It.- Effect of initial temperature on computed ratio of explosion pressure 
PI to initial pressu re p, with no excess air (variable specific beats). 

Additional effect of the temperature on the cour e 
of the combustion at the lower engine peed are 
shown in figure 12. The rates of heat input to the 
gases in the combustion chamber were derived by the 
method discussed in reference 9. The curves show 

, that when the jacket temperature was increa ed from 
150° to 300° F. the ignition lag with an injection start 
of 10° before top center was decreased by about 2° 
and for an injection start of 20° before top center by 
about 3°. Th e COLII' e of the combustion as indicated 
by the rate-of-heat-inpllt curve and by the pressure 
Cllrvcs ho\\'s, however, considerable difIercncc for the 
Lwo temperatures at the later inj ection sta.rt, the ame 
dirrerenccs appearing to a lesser degree at the earlier 

A, If7Jection stort 20° B. rc. 
8 " .. 10° .. 

----·-Jacket temperature . .300 OF 
" 150 OF 

. ~OOO.--.---.---.---.---.---, ~ 
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~ :l! Q. 
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~ 'Q.~ 
(IJ' 400 1--~f-=~----t---+--'-'~'-----1 -t ~ 
~ Q: ! 
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(IJ 
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~~O~~~~~~~~~4~0 o 
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FIGUIlE l2.-EfTect of jacket temperature on instantaneous cy linder pressures and 
rates of beat excbange. Engine speed 5iO r . p. m. 

injection. The maximum rate of burning, and conse
quently the maximum rate of pre sure ri e, was 
decreased by increasing the jacket temperature. 
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Increasing the j HekeL Lempera ture in turn increased 
the ail' temperature throughout the compression troke. 
Con equently, at the higher jacket temperatures the 
fuel was sprayed into hotter air. It had been hoped 
that this increa cd temperature would increase the rate 
of vapor diffusion of the fuel and so result in better mix
ing of the fuel and air. Although thi re ult probably 
did occur, it wa more than offset at the lower peed by 
the di advantage of the decrea cd ignition lag and 
decrea cd air charge. 'ii\'hen com bu tion started, any 
unmixed fuel had a more difficuH time reaching" the 
oxygen 11ecc firy 1'01' its combu tion becau e the fuel 
already burned lwd diluted the oxygen with inert 
gase. nnd had ulso decreased the oxygen content of the 
air. The data indicate that in a compression-ignition 
engine with a quie cent combu, tion chumber Ule 
ignition lag should be shortened only to that value 
which gi\TCS smooth running of the engine, for any fur
ther decrease of Lhe ignition lag re ults in a poorer 
mixture of the fuel and the air at Lhe time combu tion 
is started and 0 ro ult in a less c[ective comhu tion. 
This conclu ion is supported by the results presented in 
refercnce 9 and ha ai 0 been suggestcd by Boerlage and 
Van Dyc].;: (reference 10). Thi tatement implies thai 
the ignition lag of many fuels now in use i sufficiently 
short and that the problem of the high- peed C0111-
pre ion-ignition engine must be attacked to a greater 
extent [rom coo iderations of di tribution at the time 
combu tion starts, although the chemistry of the fuel 
must, of course, not be forgotten. At high engine 
speed. (1,500 r. p. m.) the differences in the indicated 
thermal efficieocie caused by in rea ed jacket tem
perature ilre not marked and it i pos ible that an in
crea cd jacket tcmperature might be beneficial in stich 
cases. 

MOTION P1CTUIIES OF FLAME FORMATION 

The di cussion tbu far ha been limited to the exami
nation of the combustion phenomena a recorded by 
Lhe indica tor cards. The conclusions reached are given 
additional support from a tudy of the high-speed 
motion pictures of the flame formation and flame 
1ll0yement in tha t part of the combu iion chamber 
behind the gla s window. A description of these daia 
\\'ill be given before their siO'nificance i eli CllS ed. 
\'\ben writing this description the motion picture 
(reference 11) were projected and consequently ihe 
motion of the flame de crib cd in the ubsequent pages 
is not always ea ily vi ualized from the figures as 
presented. For this rea. on the description is given in 
more detail than would otherwise have been the ca e. 
In addition to the reproduction of the whole of the 
period of inflammation, enlargement to 0.6 full size 
of the first four frames of the flame formation have 
been reproduced for the fir t serie to permit a closer 
examination of this part of the combu tion period. 

In the entire series of photographs presented, the 
time scale has been obtained from an average of all the 
time cales of the fums show11 on any particular photo-
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graph. The speed at \\'hich the motion pictures were 
taken varied from 1,800 to 2,200 frames per second. 
The top center position may be one frame in error 
either to the right or left. The bottom of the com
bustion chamber is to tlIe right in all the figures. 

Reference to the fir. t frame of figures 13 and 14 at 
an injection advance angle of 00 hows everal areas of 
incandescence between the main sprays and between 
the main and auxiliary pray, the light from the 
combn tion illuminating part of the main sprays. In 
the econd frame the flame ha practically urrounded 

period how more uniformity between successiye cycles 
in the compression-ignition engine. D1ll'ing the whole 
of the period of 1 uminescence there is an apparen t 
indiscriminate motion of the flame. \\bethel' thi 
motion i flame travel or movement of the gases can
not be aid except in the ca e of the period of after
burning when it is mo t prohably o-as movement. The 
afterburning is marked by well-defmed regions of 
both luminous and nonillminou gases Hnd there i a 
general dow11ward movement of the flame because of 
the flow into the di placement volum . 

FIGURE 14.-EJIect of injection advance angle on flame formation. Engine speed, 570 r. p. m.; engine-jacket temperature, J500 F.; fuel quantity, 0.00025 lb.; 
compression ratio, J3.9. A, i. a. a. 0°; B, i. a. a. JOo ; C, i. a. n. 20°; S, fuel spray illuminated by flame. (See also fig. 13.) 

the sprays but has not a yet filled the chamber. In 
the third frame the flame fills most of the vi ible 
ection of the chamber. During the whole of the 

flame spread there is no indication of orderly flame 
propagation, as is the case in the spark-ignition en
gine. This fact i to be expected when it is considered 
that, whereas with spark ignition there is only one 
source of flame start, with compression ignition there 
l1.1'e innumerable ource. It must be remembered, 
however, that the indicator card for the combustion 

For an injection start of 100 before top center, the 
fir t frame shows the flame starting around the spray 
core and again the core of one of the main pray is 
illuminated. In the second frame the flame ha 
reached most of the visible portion of the chamber and 
the general outline of the pray i still vi ible. In the 
third frame the flame ha about reached its max""imum 
pread. The flame movement is apparently more 

violent than with the later injection tart. The mo
tion pictures give an impres ion of churning thl'ough-
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out the chamber bu t of no orderly movement of the 
ga e as a whole. A before, with inj ection at top 
cen ter there i a defini te downward motion during the 
expan ion stroke. The period of afterburning now 
shows the flame in more of the chamber without the 

flame has spread to mo t of the cham ber except for an 
area between the lower portion of the two main prays. 
Thi area is filled with flame in the next frame . After 
the fourth or fifth frame the 11ame seems to rotate 
counterclockwi e at a high velocity. The rotation is 

F,GUR E 15.-Effect of injection advance angle on (Jame formation. Engine speed, 570 r. p. m.; engine-jacket teillperature, 150° F.; fuel quantity, 0.00025 lb.; COlllpression 
ratio,13.9. A, i. a . a. 30°; B. i. R. a. 40°; C, i. a. a. 60°; D, i. a. a . 80°. (See also fig. 13.) 

intensity of liaht; the areas of lumine cence hade more 
arad uaUy from ligh t to dark. 

When the inj ection star t is 20° before top center , 
the fir t frame hows everal spots of incandescence 
well distributed throughout the chamber but not de
fining the spray pattern. In the second frame th e 

followed by the Game's again filling the chamber bu t with 
low intensity and a general dowm\-ard moYement ac
companied by wirl within the flame. The hading from 
ligh t to dark in the afterburning period is yery gradual. 

A compari on of the first frames of figure 13 and 
15 where inj ction star ts 30° before top center shows 
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the flame appearing at the edges of the chamber. In 
the second frame the flame has filled most of the cham
bel'; the uniformity and the intensity of the flame in
crea e in the next two frames. The flame is in general 
motion throughout the burning. The afterburning 
period is horter than with the later injection and the 
flame disappears la t in the center of the chamber. 

When injection start 40° before top center, the 
fir t frame 11O'\' the chamber brilliantly lighted 
throughout the visible portion. (This test run wa 
characterized by evere knock.) Othcr tests under the 
ame condition havE' hown the [lame to stnrt neal' the 

edge of the chamber. In the second flflllle the flame 
has started to di appear at the edge of the chamber, the 
dark spot growin o- larger in the successive frames, 
but the flame again spreads outward a few frame 
later. Th afterburning period has disappeared and 
the flame la 1, appears at the top of the chamber. 

For an injection tart of 60° before top center, the 
flame formation i very dinerent from all those pre
viou ly presented. The flame first appear to rotate 
counterclockwi e but th i rotation i uddenly topped 
and the general flame pattern remains stationary ex
cept for the downward movement during the afte1"
burning period. The .flame i first recorded in the 
upper right-hand corner of the chamber and consists of 
numerou mall" pheres" of light. The , econd frame 
shows area of varying intensity tlll"oughout at lea t 
half the chamber. The blulTing of the spots in this 
frame indicates the motion previously mentioned. 
The third frame show the character of the Dame to be 
changing and mark the end of the rotation. The 
upper left-hand section till show the flame to be in 
motion but in the rest of the chamber it is tationary. 
In Lbe successive frames Lhe small areas of incandes
cencc are seen to appear and disappear, ome of them 
la ting for only one frame but producing a marked 
glow around the ections containing the greatest num
ber of the e mall area. The general n,ppearance of 
the flame remain unaltered but the spots of light 
change position and the glow tluougbout the visible 
portion of the chamber inc rea os in inten ity. The 
period of aftcrburnino- is quite similar to that with the 
inj ection starting at top center. In rcpetition of Lhi 
test the general form of the fl ame was reproduced, al
though the parts of the chamber in which the flame 
predominated varied from one run to the next. 

The first appearance of flame consist of everal 
more or less isolated spots in the upper left-hand sec
tion for an injection start of 80° before top center. 
In the econd frame, flame n,ppears in both the upper 
left-hand and the lower right-hand ections. In every 
case the impression is given that the areas of flame 
consist of numerous individual spheres of incandescence 
existing for varying lengths of time. The flame never 
fills more than a smaIl portion of the chamber and no 
general area of incandescence occurs, as it did with the 
injection start of 60° before top centcr. 
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In general, the motion pictures of the flame at an 
engine speed of 570 r. p. m. and a jacket temperature 
of 300° ]. (fig. 16) are imilar to those taken at the 
lower temperature. With the exception of an injec
tion advance angle of 40°, however, the flame period 
is shorter at the higher jacket temperature. The rate 
of spread of flame is greater during the initial burning 
period in spite of the fact that the higher temperatures 
made the burning smoother. The afterburning peri
od are, in no cases, characterized by the small bright 
areas of incandescence that appeared at the lower 
temperature with both the late and early injections. 
The results indicate that the vaporization and difYusion 
of the fuel were more rapid at the higher temperature. 

The motion pictures of the flame taken at an engine 
speed of 1,500 r. p. m. and an engine-jacket tempera
ture of 150° F. are shown in figure 17. The data show 
that at the higher engine speed the Dame period in 
crankshaft degrees was considerably increased although 
the general formation of the Dame remained unchanged. 
Even with the very early inj ection starts the flame 
filled all, or nearly all, of the visible portions of the 
chamber. With injection starts of 100° and 120° 
before top center the photograph of the flame was 
characterized by the same type of small brillian t areas 
that were photographed at the lower speed. It is 
interesting to note that with the injection starting at 
top center the start of flame was late enough on the 
c)(pansion cycle 0 that the doY\-nward movement of 
the gases prevented the flame's reaching the top of 
the combustion ehamber except at the core of the fuel 
sprays close to the nozzle. 

MOTION P I CTURES OF FUEL SI'HAYS ANI) OF FLAME 

The results obtained whe)) the glass windows were 
pla.ced in both sides of the eombu Lion chamber with 
a 1,OOO-watt lamp focused on the ide oppo ite the 
high-speedmotion-pictul"e camera are shown in figures 
18 and 19. In figure 18, which represents the same 
conditions as figure 14A except for the slightly lower 
compression ratio, the two main sprays are seen to 
extend across the visible portion of the chamber. 0 

fuel issued from the two outside orifices of the six
orifice nozzle. The sprays from the two 0.024-inch 
orifices did not reach the chamber walls. The sprays 
are all clearly visible in the fourth frame in which the 
tart of the flame is shown in the envelope of one of 

the main sprays. Other photographs taken under the 
same conditions have shown the flame to start in the 
envelope of one of the outside sprays (reference 5). 
In all the tests made under these conditions the flame 
has first appeared near the core, that is, in the envelope, 
of one of the sprays. In the fifth frame the flame has 
spread around the upper main spray and has started 
around the second main spray, but both sprays are 
still vi ible. In the sixth frame the flame has spread 
still farther, but one of the main sprays can still be 

seen. In the seventh frame the sprays are no longer 
visible, being either completely obscured by the flame 
or sufficiently vaporized so that they do not show. 
The photographs clearly show how with a short igni
tion lag the fuel still in the liquid phase is surrounded 
by the burning mL\:ture and that the unburned fuel 
must get tlU'ough this burning portion to mL"\,: with 
fresh air. 

In figure 19, comparable with figure 15B, the spray 
is een to i sue from the four center orifices; the two 
outside sprays reach the edcre of the combustion cham
ber. The eHects of the lower air density on the in
creased penetration and decreased rate of spray diITu
sion are noticed. The fuel apparently continues to 
is ue from the two center or main orifices a (tel' dis
charge ha topped from the two 0.024-inch orifices. 
Cut-oD" occurs at about 30° before top center and the 
sprays then begin to 10 e their definite form. The 
process of the spray dillu ion and vaporization is 
visible in the eighth to twelfth frames. From 20° to 
14° before top center, no fuel is visible. Vaporization 
is now apparently quite complete. At 14° before top 
center the flame fir t appears and by the next frame 
the flame has spread to mo t of the chamber. In this 
case, with the inereased time interval for the mixing of 
the fuel and air, the mixture that has been formed by 
the tinle the combustion starts is such that the flame 
spreads throughout the chamber with extreme rapidity 
and the burning is extremely rapid. 

In a discllssion of the flame photographs as a whole 
the question may be a ked: Does the combustion 
itself produce turbulence in the burning gases? The 
projection of the motion pictures shows various types 
of movement within the Dame. The e movements 
have been di Cll ed in the de criptions of the photo
graphs and may be divided into two clas es- those 
in which the flame moves as a single unit and Lho.38 
in which tllere is an apparent churning wiLhin Lhe 
flame. Any apparent movement of flame mDy he 
cau ed by either of two actions. The crases may 1>0 
stationary and the Dame spreading through these gases, 
or the gases may be incande cent and actually in 
motion. Probably both of these phenomena occur to 
a certain extent. The burning raises the temperature 
of the gases in that portion of the chamber in which it 
is taking place and, as a result, raises their pressure. 
The increa e in pressure eause an expansion of the 
gases and therefore a movement of the gases in front 
of the flame. In this case the rate of movement would 
be controlled by the force exerted by the increased 
pressure and by the inertia of the gases to be et in 
motion. Unless there is a vi ible body the movement 
of which can be observed, any conclusion as to the type 
of movement taking place mu t be a matter of conjec
ture. In certain of the films there arc isolated spoLs o( 
Ilame during the afterburning that do not appear to 
move with the rapidity of the Ilame as a whole. Thi~ 
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FIGURE l7.- Effect of injection advance angle on flame formation. Engine speed, 1,500 r. p. m.; engine·jacket temperature, 11i0o F.; fuel quantity, 0.00025 lb. 
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phenomenon would indicate that the motion of the 
fl ame i not that of moving ga es. The point mu t 
not be 10 t sight of, however, that these pot of incan
de re nce may be solid carbon, in which case their own 
in('rtia would cause them to move n,t a low rate. Of 
eour e, the general downward moyemrnt of the flame 
in the afterburning period is certainly a mass move
ment of the gases cau ed by their expan ion into the 
di placement volume. It is probable that the apparent 
edd ie in the flame arc also ga movement. It i the 
opinion of the author that in the period of initial 
burning the apparent movement i that of the flame 
and not the ga es except a the aases are compres cd 
ahead of the ilame; particularly does this sta temen t 
apply to the yiolent rotations that occur with the ntpid 
rate of burning. ( ee al 0 rrference 12 .) 

8 

lllay not be of importance . It is quite possible that 
ome of the gases were incandescent bu t they were 

not at the time in the visible portion of the chamber; 
this condition doc not eem likely from the general 
appearance of the tart of ilame as registered on the 
photographic film. The appearance of flame i an 
indication of the eneray state of the molecules of the 
gas and not nece sarily of any chemical reactions that 
may be taking place in the ga. In other words, any 
chemical reaction mayor may not be completed during 
the time the (lame i still filling th(' chamber. Exami
nation of the case under consideration sho\ys that the 
pressure of combu tion first increased slowly durincr the 
nonluminous period followed by a more rapid increase 
during the luminous period. All the gase will need 
to be photographed during the whole period beh,-een 

10 
Crankshaft degrees 

12 
A.T.C. 

FIGURE 18.· ·nigh-speed motion pictures showing the fuel spray and the (lame formation under nondetonating conditions. E ngi ne speed , 5iO r . p. m .; 
enginc-jackct tcmperaturc, 150° F.; fuel quanti ty, 0.00025 lb .; compression rat io, 13.2; i. a. a . 0°. A, fh me start. 

Comparison of the flame photographs with the indi
cator cards taken either simultaneously or under 
imilar condition show that the maximum rate of 

pre me rise occur with ~he maximum rate of flame 
spread ancl not with the ma:'-..'imum amount of flame. 
Whether or not this latter period is the final formation 
of water and carbon dio:\-:id(' as ha been ugg('stcd by 
Marvin, Caldwell, and Steele (reference 13) for the 
park-ignition engine, cannot be said. 

A compari on of the indicator cards at the early 
injection start, notably 80 0 injection advance angle at 
570 r. p. lll. and 1500 F. jacket temperature, show that 
there was heat inpu t to the system because of combus
tion before flame wa photographed in the vi ible por
tion of the combustion chamber. This fart mayor 

injection and the ('nel of combu tion before rlrfinitl' 
conclusion can br drawn as to whether or not the 
initial period of burnina is accompanied by lu mino iLy. 

The tests presrnted in the present report and in 
reference 3 indicate that the general problem of C0111-

bu tion in the com pre sion-ignition engine and in the 
park-ignition engine have much in common and thnt 

data directly applicable to the com pres ion-ignition 
engine can be obtained by the use of spark ianition . 
Con equently, it i po ible to conduct tests in a con
stant-volume bomb with park ignition and so separate 
some of the combinrd dfects of iemperatllrr, prrSSlirr 
or den ity, and time. Such te ts arc being conductl'd 
at this laboratory llnd may lead to som explanation 
of the variolls effects already presentecl . 
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10 IGUIlE W. Ili~IHpcecl motion pi cttl re~ showing tho fu el spray and the name formation under detonating conditions. Engine speed, 570 r . p. IIIj 

engino-jacket torn perature, 150° [".; fuel quantity, 0.00325111.; CJmprassion ratio, 13 .2' i. a. a. 10° .. \, fiame start. 
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CO CLUSIONS 

The following conelu ions are pre ented: 
1. The ignition lag in an engine with a quiescent 

combustion chamber should be decreased to that value 
required to prevent objectionable rates of pressure 
ri e. The ignition lag hould not be decrea ed to les 
than this value because by so doing the eITectivene s 
of the combustion i decrea ed. 

2. With a short ignition lag in a quiescent combus
tion chamber the burning start in the spray envelope 
and from there spread throughout the combu tion 
chamber. With a long ignition lag the burning may 
tart at any point in the chamber. In either case the 

burning may start a t one point or simultaneously at 
several points. 

3. The course of the combu tion (aside from the 
original chemical propertie of the fuel) is affected by: 

a. The time interval between the start of inj ction 

and the start of combustion. 
b. The temperatures and pre sures existing in the 

combustion chamber during thi time interval. 
c. The temperature and pre me of the air and the 

eli tribution of the fuel at tbe start of combustion. 
4. In case the ignition lag is too long it may be 

decreased consid(>rably by increasing the temp(>rature 
of the engine coolant. 

5. 1£ the ignition lag is short, increasing the tem
perature of the engine coolant decreases the ignition 
lug sufficiently to decrea e the rate of pressure ri e 
but may in some cases decrease the effective combus
tion of the engine. 

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAU'l'ICAL LABORA'fORY, 

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOH. AERONAUTICS, 

LANGLEY FmTJD, VA., January 15, 1935. 
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P osit ive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 

Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocit ies 

F orce 
(parallel 

Sym- to axis) 
Designation bol symbol 

LongitudinaL __ X X 
LateraL ____ ___ Y Y 
NormaL __ _____ Z Z 

, 

Absolute coefficients of moment 

O=~ a = ~M 
I qbS m qcS 

(rolling) (pitching) 

Designation 

Rolling __ ___ 
Pitching ____ 
ya"ing _____ 

N 
On= qbS 

(yawing) 

Sym-
bol 

L 
M 
N 

Linear 
Positive Designa- Sym- (compo- Angular direction t ion bol nent along 

axis) 

Y--.Z Roll ____ __ 

'" 
u p 

Z--.X Pitch __ __ e v q 
X--.Y yaw __ ___ 

'" 
w r 

Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 

4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 

D, 
p, 
plD, 
V', 
V., 

T, 

Q, 

Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 

T 
Thrust, absolute coefficient OT=-2D pn • 

Torque, absolute coefficient OQ = ~D5 pn 

P, 

0 ., 

TJ, 
n, 

Power, absolute coefficient Op= ~D6 
p n 

Speed-power coefficient = ~ ~~: 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, r.p.s. 

Effective helix angle = tan-1 (2~) 

5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 

1 hp. = 76.04 kg-m/s = 550 ft-Ib.Jsec. 
1 metric horsepower = 1.0132 hp. 
1 m.p.h. = 0.4470 m.p.s. 
1 m.p.s. = 2.2369 m.p.h. 

1 lb. = 0.4536 kg. 
1 kg=2.2046 lb. 
100.=1,609.35 m=5,280 ft. 
1 m = 3.2808 ft. 


